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Q1) What in the world of art is a polyptych?

Q2) What is the name for the two little pieces of wood that sit on top of a set of cricket stumps?

Q3) How many keys does a standard piano have?

Q4) Methane is a component of unleaded petrol (gasoline). True or false?

Q5) In American Football, who was the first NFL quarterback to throw 600 career touchdown passes?

Q6) Which 1999 film starred Brendan Fraser and Rachel Weisz?

Q7) In which sea would you find the island of Cyprus?

Q8) What name is given to an experience where you believe you are able to observe yourself from elsewhere?

Q9) How many dogs make The Incredible Journey?

Q10) In which year was Pompeii buried by the eruption of Mount Vesuvius?

Q11) Which musical features the song Don't Cry for me Argentina ?

Q12) What kind of boat is a dugout?

Q13) What is 10% of 80?

Q14) Where would a wimple be worn?

Q15) In heraldry, what metallic colour is argent?

A) A picture with four or more different textures    B) A three dimensional artwork    C) A brush technique   
D) A picture consisting of four or more leaves or panels

A) False    B) True

A) Out of breath    B) Out of body    C) Out of sight    D) Out of mind

A) Canoe    B) Skiff    C) Tugboat    D) Rodney

A) Over the head    B) On the feet    C) Round the waist    D) One the hands
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Trivia Quiz Answers
by Words Up Games

Q1) What in the world of art is a polyptych?

Q2) What is the name for the two little pieces of wood that sit on top of a set of cricket stumps?

Q3) How many keys does a standard piano have?

Q4) Methane is a component of unleaded petrol (gasoline). True or false?

Q5) In American Football, who was the first NFL quarterback to throw 600 career touchdown passes?

Q6) Which 1999 film starred Brendan Fraser and Rachel Weisz?

Q7) In which sea would you find the island of Cyprus?

Q8) What name is given to an experience where you believe you are able to observe yourself from elsewhere?

Q9) How many dogs make The Incredible Journey?

Q10) In which year was Pompeii buried by the eruption of Mount Vesuvius?

Q11) Which musical features the song Don't Cry for me Argentina ?

Q12) What kind of boat is a dugout?

Q13) What is 10% of 80?

Q14) Where would a wimple be worn?

Q15) In heraldry, what metallic colour is argent?

A) A picture with four or more different textures    B) A three dimensional artwork    C) A brush technique   
D) A picture consisting of four or more leaves or panels

Bails

88

A) False    B) True

Tom Brady

The Mummy

Mediterranean

A) Out of breath    B) Out of body    C) Out of sight    D) Out of mind

Two

79

Evita

A) Canoe    B) Skiff    C) Tugboat    D) Rodney

8

A) Over the head    B) On the feet    C) Round the waist    D) One the hands

silver
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